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Abstract
As blockchain technology is emerging, blockchain social platforms

have become a hot topic among blockchain industry professionals.

Blockchain social products refer to social products with blockchain

technology. From the model perspective, blockchain technology enables

user information storage without any privacy leak by encrypting and

verifying their information. In this way, blockchain social products maintain

the credibility of the platform and user information at a time when the right

of information control is back in the hands of users. At the same time,

blockchain social platforms can establish a multiparty incentive system

with token economics which incentivizes more users to create value and

benefits for platform development. Furthermore, a blockchain-based

platform promotes high-quality content and users to stand out and receive

more attention, reduces artificial interference like commercial

advertisements, and achieves a win-win situation between the platform

and its users. More importantly, the internet-based social platform is

becoming the development logic and experience for the main entrance for

various internet services. Blockchain social platforms also have great

potential to become the entrance for various blockchain services with their

ever-improving strategic significance and blockchain services.
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Overview of Project Development Background

1.1 Prospects and Ecology of Blockchain Industry

Blockchain technology was born with the emergence of the

cryptocurrency Bitcoin in 2008. It provides a decentralized and trustless

credit system. Its core concept is to distribute and transfer data, using data

blocks to replace central servers and achieve self-verification of data.

Unlike the traditional model of information verification, it reduces the cost

of the global credit system, which gives it the potential to become the

foundation protocol. Blockchain technology has disruptive potential,

combined with other technologies such as cloud computing and the

Internet of Things. Except for that, it has a wide range of applications in

areas-transfers, finance, and credit scoring, for example.

1.2 The Overthrow of New Concepts on Social Modes

The growth stage of internet socializing has arrived with the cultivation

of users by early social media pioneers such as Facebook and Twitter, as

well as later platforms such as LINE, QQ, and WeChat. In recent years, a

surge has emerged in blockchain and digital currency, and the trend will

continue. The emergence of blockchain technology has brought about a

new and more effective way of providing services to users. By utilizing

blockchain technology, we can solve the problem of human distrust while

improving overall service levels. Blockchain technology provides an

unalterable record mechanism that ensures the reliability and truthfulness

of data. For ordinary users, it creates a trustworthy network platform

without intermediaries. Blockchain technology can change our existing

online social media and create a more trusted and interconnected network

of personal relationships.
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1.3 The Rise of Social Boundless Modes

1. The current internet-based social platforms cannot meet the need

of users down to the lack of professionalism, recognition of broad brands

as well as timeliness and authenticity of the information. However, we will

occupy the market rapidly-a big boost at a time when such services are

available such as sheer professionalism, rich industry network resources,

real-time and accurate information, and agile online integration. Different

from others, the product concept of WGF is to create a social environment,

fully anonymous and private, which requires no registration and collection

of user data. The benefits generated by the platform are all attributed to

the users and contributors according to their activities and contributions,

distributed by boundless blockchain assets with the underlying AI

algorithm. The purpose of the product is to complete the user habit

transformation from WEB2 to WEB3.

2. Blockchain asset integration. Users can choose to connect their

assets on the chain, and the product supports all blockchain assets

currently available in the market.

3. Chat content privacy. The user data, which is untraceable, is a

publicly anonymous declaration. Also, the function to clear data at any time

is available. In this way, the security of information content is guaranteed.

4. Seamless entertainment integration. Our social software

seamlessly integrates various functions, including games, exchange, and

DeFi -which help to create a comprehensive project collection and to

improve user stickiness and loyalty for project developers.

5. Blockchain asset red envelopes. Though traditionally red envelopes

are given in the form of currency, a more fashionable and potential choice

is emerging now -blockchain asset red envelope- with the appearance of

blockchain-based social applications.
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6. Users can create their community related to a specific category or

vocabulary, and others can join at will. The community management model

is contribution-based, and users can also use the DAO (decentralized

autonomous organization) organizational structure to manage its

development.

As the tradition of WGF is known for its hardcore, technology is

indispensable. The core of blockchain lies in establishing a decentralized

value trust system, and this trust system relies on technical support. Since

the publication of the whitepaper by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2009, blockchain

has been developing for ten years. During this process, technology is

constantly updating and iterating:

1. High performance (a single machine can support millions to

hundreds of millions of people online at the same time)

2. Lightweight and highly scalable

3. Supports cluster deployment on multiple machines

4. Supports SSL/TLS encryption for transmission

5. Extremely concise message format (JSON)

6. Supports multiple protocols (Socket custom IM protocol,

Websocket, WGFp), which can be deployed separately

7. Built-in message persistence (offline, history, roaming), ensuring

reliable messaging and high-performance storage

8. Various rich API interfaces.

As internet-based social platforms become the development and

experience of the main entrance for various Internet services, blockchain

social platform has the opportunity to become the entrance for a wide

range of blockchain services. With the ever-improving service of

blockchain, its strategic significance continues to elevate.

1.4 Birth of WGF Project
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The concept of the WGF social network originates from network

socializing, where individuals form groups by connecting through the

Internet. Email, as the starting point of network socializing, solves the

problem of remote information transmission with point-to-point

communication. It is still one of the most popular applications on the

Internet due to its high practicality. Later BBS (Bulletin Board System, i.e.

forum) further improved and used point-to-face communication,

theoretically achieving the function of publishing information to everyone

and discussing topics, which was once popular. From a technical

perspective, social networks based on blockchain technology are

essentially decentralized, breaking the centralized rules of existing social

networks and giving users control over their personal information. This is a

revolution in decentralized social networks. WGF blockchain still has many

challenges in social applications.

Firstly, security issues. Although blockchain has made further

breakthroughs in personal information confidentiality compared to the

Internet, there are still significant security risks. As new technologies such

as computers develop, the asymmetric encryption mechanism of

blockchain may face the possibility of being cracked. The privacy

protection of blockchain also has risks. The transaction records in the

blockchain are not completely anonymous but are transmitted through

address identification. The address identification does not have a direct

link or direction to the user's real identity, but the data of the blockchain is

completely transparent. With the development of identity authentication

technology, it is possible in the future to authenticate and locate individuals

based on address identification

The second issue is technical in nature. For now, the blockchain is still

under experimental development, or simply a program. There is not yet a

web platform or app software on the internet, and there is still a lack of
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bridge between the application of blockchain and people's lives. Another

issue is capacity. One of the key features of blockchain is that all

transaction records are stored on one chain, which brings the advantage

of tracking past information between trading parties but also brings

capacity pressure. This is also a major challenge for blockchain in the

future. It reduces the efficiency of blockchain operation, and according to

current data, the Bitcoin blockchain can only process 7 transactions per

second, greatly limiting the application of blockchain in high-frequency

financial transactions.
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Chapter 2 The Future of SocialFi Racing Track

2.1 Why We Should Pay Attention to the Social Racing Track

The concept of the WGF social network originates from network

socializing, where individuals form groups by connecting through the

Internet. Email, as the starting point of network socializing, solves the

problem of remote information transmission with point-to-point

communication. It is still one of the most popular applications on the

Internet due to its high practicality. Later BBS (Bulletin Board System, i.e.

forum) further improved and used point-to-face communication,

theoretically achieving the function of publishing information to everyone

and discussing topics, which was once popular. From a technical

socializing is one of the essential needs for human beings. But a lot of

users are not satisfied with traditional Web2 Internet social platforms for

their awful user experience and privacy leak. Instead of giving back to

users, traditional platforms always take benefits from users' personal

information, habits, and content they created. Also, a large number of

advertisements have a bad influence on user experience and privacy.

Social platforms with blockchain technology could build a more

transparent and fair social environment-puts without infringement of

hidden algorithms and opaque interests-where each user has an equal

right to speak. Additionally, blockchain social platforms can also

encourage users to create value and share the profits from platforms, a

win-win between user and platform, with the multiparty incentive system

from token economics. With a large amount of user traffic, portraits, and

behavior data, social platforms have enormous commercial value. More

importantly, blockchain technology plays a much bigger role in social

platforms with effectively improved user experience and highly protected
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user privacy. The token economic system can build a more fair and

transparent social environment, where user social need could be better

satisfied.

2.2 Summary of Development of Web 2.0 Social Product

Web 2.0 played a significant role in the evolution of social networks.

Reasons include:

Upgrade of hardware infrastructure and the development of mobile

communication technology, leading to changes from desktop computers to

PCs and then to smartphones, and from 3G to 4G to 5G, and making

social networks evolve from the convenience of instant communication, to

diverse interaction and friendship, and to more personalized trends such

as content creation, business realization, etc.

1. Evolution of social methods: from text chatting to picture sharing,

voice communication, and video socializing (including short videos and

live broadcasting industries), with forms becoming more abundant.

2. Evolution of social scope: from 1-to-1 communication to 1-to-many

forums and blogs, and then to many-to-many community groups,

becoming more diverse.

3. Consolidation of the position of top social products: currently, the

top products occupy a large market share, and new products are

struggling to gain market share.

4. Text-based social media still dominates, but video-based social

media is expected to be the new trend. The arrival of the 5G network will

enhance the user experience of mobile social media and upgrade

gameplay, making video transmission more stable and clear.

5. The social application scenarios are continuously evolving, and a

rich and diverse range of new scenarios are expected to change users'

social methods. From the past socializing with friends and strangers and
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entertainment socializing to the current business socializing (such as video

hosts and live broadcast selling), the business value of socializing is

continuously increasing.

6. The domain of social products is constantly being refined, including

instant messaging, video socializing, photo sharing, personal homepages,

Q&A socializing, audio socializing, dating and friend-making, community

forums, live socializing, music socializing, microblogs, etc.

7. Social products are becoming more focused on community building:

with an increasing number of young users joining, social products are

trying to establish communities with common interests, and enhance

customer loyalty through UCG culture building, ultimately developing into a

multi-to-multi social club.

2.3 What is SocialFi in the Web 3.0 Era?

Web 3.0 introduces a new tech field that combines decentralized

finance (DeFi) elements and aims to blur the boundaries between Web2

and cryptocurrency, including GameFi and the current SocialFi. SocialFi is

the perfect combination of social media and Web3, referring to social

media on the blockchain with a layer of finance. It blends the principles of

decentralized finance (DeFi) and social media to create, manage, and own

user-generated content on the platform. The purpose of SocialFi

applications is to provide better data control and freedom of speech and to

monetize the participation and engagement brought by content creators,

participants, and influencers on the platform.

Three Fast Features of SocialFi in the Web 3.0 Era:

1. Unrestricted speech for user content: Users on the SocialFi

platform have the freedom to publish content without any censorship

restrictions.

2. Direct transfer of on-chain assets: Users can directly transfer their
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on-chain assets without going through platform channels and verification.

Users have the option to earn platform tokens and then perform on-chain

asset operations through underlying contract logic.

3. Decentralized governance: More active users in the community can

have more control over the community, achieving decentralized

governance.

SocialFi is enhancing the user experience by combining the features

of Web 2.0 with the technology of Web 3.0. Through the monetization of

cryptocurrencies and digital ownership and identity management of

non-fungible tokens (NFTs), SocialFi helps users to earn more. In SocialFi,

users can generate income by creating content and receive a fairer

allocation of advertising revenue. SocialFi allows users to freely post

content and receive a fairer share of earnings, thereby molding it into an

exceptional platform for generating passive income through social activity.
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Chapter 3 Overview of WGF Product

3.1 Core Values of the Project

WGF SocialFi is a promising new social media platform that leverages

Web 3.0 technology, combined with the immutability of blockchain, to

support free speech and data sovereignty. The platform's users can create

and publish content without fear of censorship or removal. On this platform,

intermediaries are eliminated, transparency is increased, and content

creators are fairly compensated. Users also have control over their data

and can decide whether to sell it and to whom. This allows users to be

more flexible in choosing advertisements and only see products and

services that interest them. Additionally, the power of NFTs and tokens, as

well as the benefits and lending opportunities of DeFi, bring more value

and appeal to the platform's users. The emergence of WGF SocialChain,

through the integration of blockchain, artificial intelligence, and big data

technologies, provides a new solution for the social industry. It can

effectively eliminate suspicious users from the massive user base,

effectively intercept junk information, clean up the social environment for

network users, and protect user privacy information and virtual digital

assets. By utilizing blockchain technology, and building a complete and

effective social ecology chain system, the value of high-quality users can

flow freely in different businesses.

3.2 Core Competitiveness of the Project

The WGF platform is a comprehensive platform that incorporates

various technologies including big data, artificial intelligence, and private

communication. It protects users' private information from multiple angles

by fully utilizing the characteristics of blockchain technology to solve the
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three main problems in social media: privacy, security, and trust.

The WGF platform uses big data technology to better understand user

needs and provides more personalized services through artificial

intelligence technology. Privacy communication technology uses

encryption algorithms to protect user private information from being leaked,

thus protecting users' privacy rights.

By using blockchain technology, the WGF platform can achieve

distributed data storage on a global scale, avoiding the problem of

single-point failures. Meanwhile, blockchain technology also provides a

more secure and reliable data storage method, avoiding data being

attacked by hackers.

In conclusion, the WGF platform provides a comprehensive social

solution by integrating various technologies, protecting users' privacy, and

making outstanding contributions to security and trust.

WGF social chain is a blockchain-supported landing application,

through the actual business model and data test analysis of the application

model. WGF social chain can reach second-level transaction verification,

massive data storage, high throughput, and node data quick

synchronization in terms of performance; in terms of scalability, it can

reach multi-business block structure and permission control policies; at the

same time, it provides a secure private key access service and privacy

protection scheme, providing high-quality services for people who want to

make friends. In general, the WGF chain in the WGF social chain has the

following competitive advantages:

(1) Fast transaction verification. Based on the optimization of key links

such as signature algorithm, ledger structure, data operation, account

information serial number, and federal Byzantine consensus mechanism,

WGF's Ethereum L2 blockchain network can achieve fast transaction

verification at a level of 0.1 seconds, meeting the needs of most
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blockchain application scenarios.

(2) Massive data storage. WGF mainly adopts the technology of

separating cold and hot data and uses archiving for historical ledger data.

It also uses OSS for data sharing to facilitate the rapid synchronization of

the ledger for other new nodes. For local hot data, a relational database

with split table storage can be used. By separating cold and hot data,

massive data storage can be achieved.

(3) High throughput. Given that the security and performance of a

blockchain are inversely proportional, the more secure the blockchain, the

lower its efficiency. However, the WGF blockchain uses the RAID5

algorithm mechanism, in which some nodes are selected for RAID5

consensus to improve the system's throughput during data

synchronization. By fast consensus, the WGF blockchain network's

throughput is improved.

3.3 Decentralized Anonymous Social Channels

To address the problems with social media on Web 2.0, multiple

SocialFi platforms have emerged in the market. Let's discuss those

products which have significant flaws after release:

DeSo: Decentralized Social (DeSo) can be referred to as a

from-scratch built 1st layer blockchain aimed at expanding SocialFi

applications that can handle 1 billion users. Participants on DeSo can not
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only monetize and own their data but also maintain the privacy and

security of their data.

Mousai: Mousai is redefining the monetization of streaming video or

audio content. Users on Mousai can discover, support and connect with

creators. It provides features for earning money from social skills, NFTs

and even creating one's coin.

Diamond: Diamond is a new member of the SocialFi club. It is a

decentralized version of Twitter. The platform allows users to own content

and earn rewards for posts or participation on the platform.

Entre: Entre is a decentralized web3 professional community that

provides AI introduction, pairing, hosting meetings, and live streaming and

rewards users for being active, among others. It can serve as your

preferred platform for instant access to connect with other web3

professionals and monetize through your expertise and content.

Torum: abbreviated as XTM, Torum is one of the most talked-about

SocialFi projects. It has established itself as a revolutionary SocialFi

metaverse ecosystem aimed at connecting cryptocurrency users and

communities globally.

We agree that the SocialFi platforms are still in the early stages but

some initiatives have shown enormous potential in attracting users.

Projects like DeSo have already raised over $200 million in funding, while

other projects like Torum have made it into the market with their app

versions. Torum can be classified as one of the successful SocialFi

projects as it has reached 200,000 users.

In conclusion, SocialFi can have a positive impact on users'

interactions on social media. Users are rewarded for posting

advertisements and content creators can receive a fair share of income

-without the intention of central organizations on information sharing.

SocialFi has the potential to bring a similar trend to the industry as DeFi
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brought in the summer of 2020. With all its potential, it can be the next

wave in establishing highly interactive and decentralized platforms, and

accelerate its adoption by the general public.

3.4 WGF Application Ecology

(1) Trusted Execution Environment (TEE). A Trusted Execution

Environment is an isolated execution environment that can ensure the

security and consistency of the data and program inside. By building a

TEE, the WGF chain can guarantee the security of data and models during

communication and computation processes and conduct full-process

monitoring and control to prevent attacks from third parties.

(2) Multi-frequency Networking. Each node in the WGF network can

use different frequency bands and channels for uplink and access.

Through its unique optimization algorithm, the best channel can be

automatically selected to solve the channel interference problem. Thereby

the transmission performance of the network is greatly improved, capable

of accommodating a massive number of user data and course access.

(3) Each person is a data node on the WGF blockchain, where
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personal data for each node is encrypted and requires authorization from

the owner for access. With decentralized artificial intelligence technology,

the system is able to recommend users and content that are of interest to

each user.

(4) Distributed Data Storage (DDS). The WGF project provides

storage services for the WGF chain ecosystem through Distributed Data

Storage (DDS) technology.

(5) Ethereum smart contract platform

The WGF chain, based on Ethereum technology, serves as the

underlying technology of the entire WGF system which requires high-level

security and stability in addition to features such as unalterable data,

decentralized storage, and multi-platform support.

As Ethereum is a smart contract platform based on blockchain 2.0, it

has advantages such as decentralization, permanent data storage,

immutability, the automatization of complex business logic encoding, and

program-controlled modules with relatively fewer human factors.

Once these smart contracts are published on the WGF chain, their

triggering depends entirely on the WGF chain network environment and

user request.

Translation: The WGF chain, which is built on Ethereum technology,

serves as the foundation of the entire WGF system. In addition to

high-level security and stability, it must also have features such as

unalterable data, decentralized storage, and support for multiple platforms.

Ethereum is a smart contract platform that is part of blockchain 2.0. In

addition to having the advantages of decentralization, permanent data

storage, and immutability, its smart contracts can automate complex

business logic and reduce human intervention. Once these smart

contracts are on the WGF chain, they are triggered only by the network

environment and user requests.
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Regenerate response

(6) IPFS

In the data storage and token circulation layer, WGF uses a public

chain, with Ethereum technology (WGF chain) and IPFS to achieve the

storage and circulation of user data on the blockchain. In the WGF chain,

all information is encrypted, packaged, and sent. The data stored by the

nodes on the chain has a certain degree of redundancy to reduce the

possibility of network malicious attacks and network-wide downtime.

Larger file data is encrypted and segmented, then stored in the IPFS

network. Each file has a unique string that locks the file to the whole

network. This feature fundamentally eliminates the problem of user data

theft and effectively protects user privacy. At the same time, IPFS can

ensure the smoothness and experience of the entire system, which

shortens the time of user request, for its efficient processing of

large-volume files and multiple nodes mining and transaction data

packaging with the WGF chain.
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(7) P2P Interaction

The decentralization and distributed nature of the WGF platform allow

it to run without a centralized server infrastructure. Users distribute content

and transfer the system’s operational cost to other participants who benefit

from the system, and the decentralized network will continue to exist.

Additionally, this distributed system also provides strong external auditing

capabilities for the WGF platform, avoiding centralized management

bodies to change rules or prevent user participation. Managing the files

and bandwidth, which requires delivering content, will be costly, so the

entire WGF platform is designed as a self-developing server.

(8) Second Space Partitioning

WGF solves the problem of large-scale parallel processing of edge

slice image data by using a new local optimization and space-saving data

structure - Hilbert-ordered tiles - that takes advantage of the properties of

Hilbert functions.

(9) ODIN Identification

WGF adopts ODIN (Open Data Index Name) standards for naming

intellectual property on the chain. It uses the transparent and trustworthy

characteristics of the blockchain to guarantee the unique identity of
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intellectual property across the network and the entire chain. Unlike other

blockchain-based identification solutions, ODIN is based on the Bitcoin

blockchain and supports the introduction of multi-level identification into

other blockchains (public chains, alliance chains, and private chains) by

using block recording positions as identification names rather than

grabbing character strings.

(10) Cryptographic Innovation

In each round of consensus formation, only 1% of the network's

computing power is needed to mint coins, and the remaining 99% can be

provided in the form of trusted computing. This computing mode includes

CPU computing, GPU computing, memory computing, disk resources, and

bandwidth resources, among others, which can all be provided for external

services through the management and scheduling of the WGF chain.

(11) Anti-Quantum Signature Technology

Currently, in blockchain systems represented by Bitcoin, the SHA-256

hash algorithm and ECDSA elliptic curve cryptography provide the most

basic security protection for the Bitcoin network. It needs to be

emphasized that with the advent of quantum computers, the security of

traditional public key cryptography, which is one of the underlying security

technologies for blockchain, will be severely challenged.

BFREE introduces anti-quantum signature technology, integrating two

of the most popular anti-quantum signature schemes, BLISS [DDLL13]

and MSS / LMS [BDH11,1LM95], effectively resisting attacks from

quantum computers and protecting users' assets.
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3.5 Privacy Encryption in Communication

WGF requires interaction with the cloud and blockchain during

operation. The traditional 80 port can easily be subject to Sniffer attacks,

which would allow hackers to obtain sensitive information in plain text.

WGF uses a 256-bit SSL-encrypted CA certificate, which enhances the

security of the WGF system by asymmetrically encrypting the transmission

data.

SSL communication includes encryption on three levels:

(1) Data confidentiality

Encryption means converting the input file in plain code into encrypted

data to maintain data confidentiality. Encryption requires the use of a key

to encrypt data, and then it can be decrypted. Without the key, encrypted

data cannot be decrypted. The key must be transmitted securely.

Encrypted data can be transmitted publicly.

(2) Data integrity

Encryption can also ensure data integrity. For example, a message

authentication code (MAC) can verify the encrypted information provided

by the user. The recipient can use the MAC to verify the encrypted data to
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ensure that the data has not been tampered with during transmission.

(3) Security Authentication

Another use of encryption is as a personal identifier. A user's key can

be used as a secure identifier. SSL uses public key encryption technology

(RSA) to serve as an encryption communication agreement between the

client and server when transmitting confidential information.

3.6 Establishing Social Circles

A new technology and information revolution is currently taking place

globally. Blockchain, as a disruptive technology, is driving the

transformation from "information internet" to "value internet". The core of

blockchain lies in a decentralized credit system, which is highly suitable for

the development of distributed economics. The essence of blockchain

technology lies in its consensus- and token-based economic model. The

token activates internal ecology and the consensus mechanism ensures

efficiency. The core of blockchain projects lies in the incentive mechanism

in the token economy.

The advent of the internet and social media based on interests and

ideas has changed the way people interact, socialize, and entertain

themselves. Americans work and play on screens for an average of 10

hours a day, satisfying users' needs for instant gratification. As internet

technology develops, online social networking plays an important role in

life. Given the rapid development of blockchain technology with

decentralized credit as its core, the WGF project presents a good

development trend in this big data of blockchain. WGF’s social chain is

born out of this. WGF social chain, as an all-in-one comprehensive social

platform service, is determined to build an international social platform

based on blockchain technology.
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3.7 Defi Module WGF

The WGF chain contains a DEFI wallet system that meets both the

high-security requirements and the convenience requirements of ordinary

users. The WGF DEFI wallet uses 3DES encryption custodian technology.

Encryption custodian technology encrypts user private key information and

signs it with the user's transaction password, and then uses the commonly

used 3DES encryption technology in the financial system to encrypt the

data.

Regarding encryption, it is divided into local and cloud:

Local: (1) generate public and private key pairs; (2) enter the

transaction password; (3) use the transaction password to encrypt the

private key.

Cloud: (1) submit the encrypted value to the cloud; (2) the cloud

stores the user's encrypted value.

As for decryption, it is also divided into cloud and local.

Cloud: (1) get the user's encrypted value from the cloud.

Local: (1) user enters the transaction password to decrypt; (2) uses

the decrypted private key to sign the transaction; (3) destroys the

encryption temporary variable.
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In summary, all information involving the user's private key is not

saved by the cloud, and all private keys are only used for local one-time

signature and the variable is destroyed after the signature is completed.

This operation meets the high-security requirements of the WGF wallet

and the user's convenience requirements.
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Chapter 4 WGF Function and Industry Pain Point

Solution

4.1 Reform of Anonymous Socializing

WGF, an impressive project in the rapidly growing cryptocurrency

market, is a community-based encrypted and anonymous social platform.

Focusing on providing users with encrypted cryptocurrency storage and

trading functions, WGF aims to achieve the superiority of the

next-generation super anonymous network.

The core of WGF is to combine security, anonymity, and scalability by

exploring social attributes. The project's underlying protocol is an

anonymous protocol that implements anonymity from the network to the

application with blockchain technology. It adopts decentralized consensus,

smart contracts, zero-knowledge proof, and mixed network mixed currency

technology, and has an excellent performance in terms of privacy

protection and capacity scalability.

By supporting the storage and trading of cryptocurrencies, WGF's

project not only provides users with a privacy-protected environment but

also realizes a completely new anonymous network that fully protects

personal assets and privacy security.
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4.2 Pain Points of Social Platform Apps

Currently, there are three major pain points in social media platforms:

01 Lack of privacy protection. In the era of big data, the information

we post on social media platforms may be purchased by other companies,

and personal privacy may also be exposed when centralized social media

platforms are attacked.

02 Original content rights are impaired. User-generated original

content may be republished without any return, leading to low-quality

content on social media platforms.

03 Speech is restricted. Content on social media platforms is subject

to platform regulation. Once the content damages the interests or image of

others, it may be removed, even if the content is credible.

"Decentralized" and "secure" blockchain is known for empowering

social media. Can blockchain + media form ensure the security of the

public's information? Can it solve the pain points in the social field? The

decentralized and secure features of blockchain technology can empower

social media by reducing the power of social media giants through a

distributed network and a principle of user ownership. In traditional social

media, users receive free services at the cost of their data, while in

blockchain social media, user data is open and protected.

In addition, blockchain technology can also improve the income issue

for content creators through a Token-based incentive mechanism where

both content creators and contributing users can receive rewards. It also

provides users with the opportunity to create their channels and receive

income from content creation. This brings a more secure sense of

belonging to social networks. This efficient, free, and easy social

environment attracts more users who prioritize experience and yearn for

freedom.
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On internet social platforms, user speech is regulated by the platform.

And network anonymity causes network violence and false information,

which make users lose trust. In contrast, blockchain technology, based on

decentralized peer-to-peer communication, is tamper-proof. In this way, it

rebuilds trust between people. The snag is that application of blockchain in

the social media field is still in its early stages. However, with the

continuous improvement of technology, future measures such as reward

and punishment mechanisms will empower social networks to better

realize the freedom and fairness of user speech.

4.3 Improving Anonymous Socializing Mechanism between

WGF and WGF

WGF is more than just an anonymous and secure social platform. It

functions more like a telegram application on the blockchain, with a digital

asset wallet. WGF is primarily used for business payments, transfers,

financial services, and decentralized cryptocurrency trading settlements,

with cryptocurrency trading settlements being the core function. Users can

achieve comprehensive digital asset management through the WGF digital

wallet.

Wallets with low security are vulnerable to attacks due to users'

common sense errors. For example, hackers can infiltrate a user's

computer and steal their private key, thereby stealing their encrypted

assets.

Despite some exchanges having international-level security

protections, there are still many users who have been attacked by hackers,

resulting in the loss of assets. These exchanges include Mt.Gox, Bitfinex,

Coincheck, Bithumb, Bancor, Binance, and FTX, among others. This is

largely due to the leakage of personal information, which is then targeted

by hackers. Also, private keys are insecure. Compared to traditional
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centralized wallets, WGF provides an anonymous encrypted asset trading

environment, avoiding personal information leaks and achieving a flexible

and secure payment effect.

WGF believes that blockchain technology is irreplaceable and

traceable, which can make trust become a program and mechanism. Then

a fair, just, and credible world is reshaped by changing the production

relationship and improving productivity.

4.4 Defi Module WGF

The Blockchain Players team, a group of people experienced in the

Internet field, found through various analyses that relying solely on the

horizontal expansion of blockchain technology does not fully solve the

problems in the process from beginner to profitability, faced by the

developers. Sometimes, it even complicates the problems, such as

platforms exploiting developers through commission-based methods.

To address this issue, the team decided to improve user stickiness by

designing social networks and entertainment projects. The aim is to bring

users a positive experience with new gameplay and player interactions,

thereby retaining users.

Given that the WEB3 user base is relatively small, the team's product

is designed to transition WEB2 users to WEB3 and cultivate their WEB3

product usage habits. The platform will allocate 80% of its revenue to the

platform's users through smart contracts and blockchain technology.

The Blockchain Player Team has developed a comprehensive,

vertical technical solution, With a decade of commercial experience in big

data. This solution provides a one-stop solution for developers' three core

problems: how to start, how to get customers, and how to profit.

The plan consists of three main products:

1. Integrated development: To build a mature and easy-to-use
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development environment, which provides a full set of SDKs, random

number generation, user-encrypted images, a decentralized database,

and other integrated APIs. Furthermore, there are complete development

documentation, tutorials, and communities, as well as auxiliary tools such

as development IDE plug-ins and multi-language adapters.

2. User scenario: To provide decentralized applications, a mobile-first

social gaming platform that integrates multiple social scenarios, by token

economics and encryption imagery. In this way, a new generation of

blockchain social trends is ignited.

3. Business ecosystem: Business ecosystem: To provide developers

with various global business resources-customers and partners from

multiple industries, online and offline. Also, there are many kinds of

monetization opportunities from game tokens, property transactions, art

valuation, etc.

4.5 Social Traction and Game Platform Mechanism

Cross-chain communication is an indispensable part of blockchain

technology, allowing different blockchains to communicate with each other.

When blockchains were first built, people hoped that they would provide a

"one-size-fits-all" solution, but this was not practical due to scalability and

innovation constraints.

Cross-chain refers to the interoperability between two relatively

independent blockchains, allowing communication between blockchains

built in a standardized manner. This is achieved mainly through asset

exchange and transfer, which is not only an important part of the

blockchain world but also an important direction of WGF research. Using

cross-chain technology, we can overcome the limitations of single chains

and achieve data exchange and asset transfer between different chains.

This article will explore the logical structure of the WGF cross-chain
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protocol to help better understand the role of cross-chain technology.

Based on different underlying technologies, the interaction between

cross-chains can be divided into homomorphic cross-chain and

heterogeneous cross-chain. For homomorphic chains, the cross-chain

interaction is relatively simple for its consistency from the security

mechanisms to consensus algorithms, and from network topology to

blockchain generation verification logic.

On the other hand, cross-chain interactions between heterogeneous

chains are relatively complex and include technologies such as PoW

algorithms for Bitcoin and PBFT consensus algorithms for Tendermint.

There are significant differences in block composition and deterministic

guarantee mechanisms, so directly designing cross-chain interaction

mechanisms is not easy. Cross-chain interactions between heterogeneous

chains often require third-party support services.

How to achieve cross-chain homogeneity?

Chains developed based on WGF can adopt homogeneous

cross-chain. The principle of asset transfer between homogeneous chains

in WGF is as follows.

Because WGF uses PBFT+POS consensus algorithms, a block is

only submitted to the network if 2/3 of the validators agree. The validity of a

block header can be verified by checking the block header. For example,

WGF is developing two chains: Chain A and Chain B. Now, let's assume

that an asset needs to be transferred on the chain. First, chains A and B

will register with each other. During the registration, A and B recognize

their independence. Then, the chains will send each other their respective

genesis blocks and ChainIDs (to represent different chains). Since the

genesis block contains validator information, after registration, Chains A

and B will have the validator information of another chain and block header

information.
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Now, the assets in A need to be transferred to B. First, the user can

send the cross-chain transaction package Tx to A. A executes the

packageTx, destroys or locks the relevant assets, and then writes the

packageTx to the exit. The exit can be seen as a mailbox for all external

notifications of cross-chain transactions.

To notify chain B of events that occur in chain A, a relayer is required.

The relayer is responsible for forwarding cross-chain messages from the

exit of chain A to the exit of chain B. In this case, the relayer queries

package Tx at the exit of chain A and obtains the Merkle proof of package

Tx. This information is packaged into the IBC Package Post Tx transaction

and sent to chain B. Chain B queries block header information. After chain

B receives the IBC Packet Post Tx transaction, it first checks through its

validators. If the block header in the IBC Update Chain Tx is part of chain A,

then verifies. If the Merkle proof of the cross-chain transaction in the IBC

Packet Post Tx matches the block header hash in the IBC Update Chain

Tx, after checks, chain B will begin to perform relevant actions (for chain B,

this means generating relevant assets, etc.).

The way to achieve homomorphic cross-chain

The cross-chain in WGF is implemented by the IBC protocol. The

following IBC protocol software packages are defined in the WGF

ecosystem: IBC Register Chain Tx, IBC Update Chain Tx, IBC Packet

CreateTx, and IBC Packet Post Tx.

IBC Register Chain Tx

Use the following code to register and send Genesis blocks at the

beginning of the cross-chain. The verifier will give it to the other party. This

code can only be executed once. Multiple executions will report errors.

type IBC Register Chain Tx struct {

Blockchain Genesis

}
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type Blockchain Genesis struct {

Chain ID string

Genesis string

}

IBC Update Chain Tx

It is used to transfer the latest block information, block height, and

block header information on the current chain to another chain.

type IBC Update Chain Tx struct {

Header tm.Header

Commit tm. Commit

// TODO： Next Validators

}

IBC Packet Create Tx

When the chain receives the transaction package, it will execute the

cross-chain transaction and put the relevant information into the exit.

type IBC Packet Create Tx struct {

Packet

}

type Packet struct {

Src Chain ID string

Dst Chain ID string

Sequence uint64

Type string // redundant now that Type（） is a method on Payload？

Payload Payload

}

IBC Packet Post Tx

After the cross-chain transaction is executed, this software package
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contains Merkle certification, and then the repeater sends it to another

chain.

type IBC Packet Post Tx struct {

From the Chain ID string

// The immediate source of the packet, not always the Packet.Src

Chain ID

From Chain Height uint64

// The block height in which Packet was committed, to check the Proof

Packet

Proof *Merkle. IAVL Proof // Merkle prove

}

plugin

From the above protocols, we can see that these protocols are a

transaction. WGF has a plugin module to facilitate our extension. We can

realize interfaces in the plugin and use the IBC plugin to perform

cross-chain transactions.

For chains using POW consensus algorithms, such as Bitcoin and

Ethereum, how do they operate cross-chain using WGF's IBC protocol?

Because these chains use the POW algorithm, we cannot verify blocks on

these chains through validators. We also cannot use Merkle proofs to

prove the legality of cross-chain transactions on these chains. In addition,

blocks generated by the POW consensus algorithm are probabilistic and

may be rolled back. We need to ensure that cross-chain transactions are

truly final and will not be rolled back.

Based on the above considerations, we use the PegZone scheme to

perform heterogeneous cross-chain operations. PegZone itself is a proxy

chain developed by WGF, which real-time tracks the state of the original

chain and sets a security threshold to wait for the growth of blocks on the

original chain. When the number reaches the security threshold, the state
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of the original chain is considered to have pseudo-real-time finality (with a

low probability of rollback), which is the same principle as light client wallet

verification. For example, the Bitcoin security threshold is usually set to 6,

while the ETF security threshold can be set to 20 or 100. PegZone itself

has real-time determinacy and can be connected to WGF through IBC to

achieve cross-chain.

The figure below uses PegZone or Peggy and Ethereum as examples

of cross-chain links.

From the above figure, PegZone can be divided into five parts:

Smart contract: Assets are custodians in both Ethereum and WGF

token custodians. It mainly provides four methods: lock, unlock, mint, and

destroy.

Witness: This is a full Ethereum node that monitors events of

Ethereum contracts and waits for 100 blocks to be generated. The

encapsulated witness Tx is submitted to PegZone to prove the state

change on the Ethereum blockchain.

PegZone: PegZone is a blockchain-based WGF, which maintains user

account information, allows asset transfer between users, and provides

transaction inquiries.

Signer: Secp256k1 is used to sign transactions so that they can be

effectively validated through the smart contract with the signer's public key

set corresponding to the smart contract's verifier.

Relay: The relay is responsible for forwarding all transactions. The

role will forward the signed SignTx to the smart contract.

In the base coin cross-chain demonstration in WGF, two chains

(Chain A and Chain B) are cross-chained and register each other by

sending IBC register chain Tx. When cross-chaining, IBC protocol

packages are directly sent to perform cross-chain operations of assets.

However, this direct connection has problems. As the number of regions in
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the access network (equivalent to an independent blockchain) increases,

the number of links will increase in the order of the square, after direct

communication. Take 100 regions connected to the network as an

example. If each region directly needs to establish an IBC connection, the

network requires n (n-1) / 2 = 4950 communication links. Such rapid

growth will overwhelm the entire network.

WGF's concept can solve problems related to this issue. In the WGF

ecosystem, all regions will register and send IBC software packages to the

collector.

WGF Operating Mode

WGF manages many regions. All regions must register with WGF.

WGF tracks the status of each region. Each region reports all new block

information it generates to WGF. At the same time, each region also needs

to synchronize the status of WGF. Each region communicates indirectly by

sending IBC to WGF, rather than directly through communication between

regions.

When a region establishes an IBC connection with WGF, it can

automatically access other regions connected to WGF, meaning a region

does not need to connect to other regions.

When a region receives tokens from another region connected to

WGF, it only needs to trust WGF and that region, without trusting all other

regions in the network.

4.6 Core technology advantages

The WGF social chain in blockchain design follows the following

principles:

1. Applicability: The system architecture design takes into account the

application scenarios and requirements of the WGF chain, and adopts

targeted technologies and underlying blockchain systems.
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2. Reliability: Peak business buffering, reliable business acceptance,

and other technologies are integrated into the blockchain system. The

system provides a complete solution for high operation and maintenance,

system processing, and automated management.

3. Scalability: The WGF chain can add functions and related modules

flexibly according to the evolution of requirements and updates in

technology.

4. Advancement: Advanced technologies in the blockchain are applied,

and the top research results are integrated, ranging from big data to

artificial intelligence. The system design and development should keep

pace with the world's most advanced blockchain and artificial intelligence

technology.

5. Maturity: While pursuing advancement, technological maturity is

also considered. Technologies that have been verified and are stable and

reliable for a long time are selected to ensure the feasibility of the solution

and the maturity of the final system.

6. Security: A series of security solutions are provided, including

end-to-end encryption transmission and identity authentication for all

participants.

7. Stability: The reliability of the system is guaranteed by the

distributed storage of data; strict performance and stability tests are

performed on hardware and software systems to ensure the long-term

stable operation of the platform.

8. Global deployment: A globally optimized blockchain network

deployment is achieved to overcome network problems caused by high

latency networks and low-quality networks in a wide-area network and

cross-ocean blockchain deployment.
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Chapter 5: Token economics

5.1 Economic model design of token allocation

The WGF project is with a total of 3.75 billion.

As the only token of the WGF project, WGF is the cornerstone of the

ecological development of the WGF project, and it is a tradable proof of

encrypted digital equity. Part of the WGF will be used for the ecological

construction of the project and incentives for community

members.

Foundation 50%

Liquidity 15%

Institution 10%

Founder Team 10%

Community 10%

Airdrop and initial operation

and maintenance 5%
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5.2 Token incentive rules

Airdrop incentive, regularly obtain the corresponding WGF tokens

according to the number of W users held by the GF

 Consumer behavior incentive: obtaining a certain proportion of

WGF tokens according to users' spending behavior on the

platform

 Content production incentives: obtaining tokens by the platform

editor from game editing and publishing

 Interactive behavior incentives: obtaining WGF tokens through

comments, scoring games, and posting in the community

 Promotion incentives: obtaining WGF tokens by social media

promotion, friend invitation tasks

 Game behavior incentive: obtaining WGF tokens by completing the

game tasks on the platform and reaching game achievements

5.3 Acquisition and circulation of tokens

Token Acquisition:

 Airdrop incentive, regularly obtain the corresponding WGF tokens

according to the number of WGF held by the user.

 Complete the irregular reward task of the platform, release the

game on the shelf during the promotion period, and get WGF

tokens.

 By providing game content, platform users pay for consumption in

the game, and get WGF tokens.

TOKEN Circulation:

 Participate in the platform WGF air mining and pledge WGF tokens.

 Participate in community governance, and vote on related matters,

with WGF tokens.
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 Develop games with the platform SDK service and obtain technical

support with WGF tokens.

 Take advantage of platform promotion to obtain user traffic with

WGF tokens.

 Create communities, maintain communities, and use the WGF

token
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Chapter 6: Founder Team and Future Planning

6.1 The Global Team

Humza Saleem - - - - - - - -Co-founder & CEO

has participated in the development of Blizzard World of Warcraft games

and assisted Taifang in upgrading and other projects. During his study in

China, he has solved many core problems in the market, and successfully

planned and operated the development and economic model of AXS

games. He has 8 years of experience in the game industry, continuous

entrepreneurs, core developers, and "full stack engineers" from game

engine to market operation. Practitioners of blockchain token economy are

committed to innovative integration of blockchain technology, token

economy, games and entertainment.
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Peter Wong (Taiwan, China, China) ----- Co founder&COO

With more than 8 years of development experience, senior development

engineer of blockchain has participated in the development of DAPP, AI,

Internet of Things, intelligent manufacturing, RPA and other projects, and

is responsible for the design and coding of some modules- Participate in

the design and research and development of blockchain products, and

complete the model research and development of Internet financial

products such as encrypted digital collection platform and wallet- Proficient

in transaction payment process and have a deep understanding and

mastery of payment security- Be responsible for project risk assessment,

be able to effectively control risks and propose solutions
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6.2 The Global Team
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6.3 Ecology diagram
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Chapter 7 Disclaimer

risk warning
 Policy risks

At present, the national regulatory policy on blockchain and swap

financing is not clear, and there is some possibility of participant loss. In

the market risk, if the overall value of the digital asset market is overvalued,

the investor risk will increase.

 Regulatory risk

Blockchain technology has become the main regulatory object in

major countries in the world. If regulatory subjects intervene or exert, the

WGF platform may be affected by it. For example, the use and sale of

virtual currency may be restricted, which may hinder or even directly

terminate the development of WGF applications.

 market risk

Digital asset trading is extremely uncertain. Due to the lack of strong

supervision in the digital field, there is a risk of electronic tokens. Individual

participants lack experience, it may be difficult to resist the asset shock

and psychological pressure caused by market instability.

 Uninsured risk

Unlike bank accounts or other financial institution accounts, which are

usually stored on WGF accounts or Ethereum networks, for losses in any

case, there will be no public individual or organizations covering your

losses.

This document is only used for information transmission, and the

content of the document is only for reference, not being included in the

WGF platform and related companies, any trading advice, solicitation, or

offer of shares or securities.

This document does not constitute or understand as providing any
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sale, nor is it any contract or commitment.

Given the unpredictable situation, the target of this white paper may

change, although the team will try our best to achieve all the goals of this

white paper. All purchases and tokens WGF individuals and team will bear

the risk. As the project progress in the new white paper, part of the

document may update through the official website announcement or a new

version.

To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, notwithstanding

any negligence, default, or lack of concern for any person or aspects of

this white paper, the limited but complete scope of the law is limited to the

maximum degree permitted by the applicable law.

You must listen to all the necessary professional advice, including tax

and accounting treatment-related matters. We want the RDT platform

project to be very successful, but we do not guarantee success. Both the

digital assets and the platform are risky. You must evaluate the ability to

undertake.
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